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Disability
Equality inDEx
A Record Year for Corporate Disability Inclusion and Leadership
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2017 Disability Equality
inDEx HigHligHts
The Disability Equality Index,
originally conceived five years
ago, held its first pilot survey in
2013-2014 with 48 corporations
taking part. In the following two
years, the number of companies

participating nearly doubled,
with 80 companies enrolling
in 2015 and 83 companies on
board in 2016. This year, the
2017 DEI welcomes a historic 110
corporations to our benchmark.

Note: Please see page 7 for detailed background on the Disability Equality Index

Of the 110
COmpAnIes sCOReD
In 2017, A ReCORD 68
empLOYeRs eARneD
100 RAtIngs – the
highest score possible.
This is a substantial
increase from 2015 when
19 companies (out of
80) received 100 ratings
and also in 2016 when
42 companies (of 83
participating) earned
the top mark possible.
Additionally, the 2017
DEI saw an increase
in the median score,
with the average rating
achieving a resounding
90, an increase of 10
points from 2015.

RemARkAbLY, the
CORpORAtIOns
tAkIng pARt
In the 2017 DeI
hAve A tOtAL u.s.
wORkfORCe Of
ROughLY 7.2 mILLIOn
wORkeRs – or ~5%
of all of American
workers. In addition
to the large number of
employees, the publicly
held corporations in the
2017 DEI today total
~$6 trillion in market
value—showing their
significant influence on
the American and global
economies.
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reTenTion and advancemenT Policy
of 2017 DEI companies currently have
retention and advancement policies
that specifically include/mention
disability inclusion.

only

29%

inTerview accommodaTions
of 2017 DEI companies make all
job interview candidates aware of
the option to request an
accommodation(s) for the interview. Additionally, only 15% of
these companies, which use personality profile screening tests/
instruments, allow applicants with a disability to opt-out (5%
provide an alternative to the personality test).

only

39%

inTernal websiTe audiTing
Although 57% of 2017 DEI companies audit external
(public-facing) website for accessibility,
of companies audit their internal
website for accessibility under
the World Wide Web
Consortium’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0.

only

26%
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Personal assisTance services
(Pas) coverage
of 2017 DEI
companies
reported covering
PAS in their benefits package.

only

8%

L
The results of the 2017 DEI shows
the powerful and trusted tool this
Index represents today. Above
all, for the first time, business
leaders have a deeper knowledge
and recognition of policies and
contemporary practices that
increased job opportunities and
advancement for all. Since the DEI’s
first pilot in 2013-2014, we have
seen this tool and the enthusiasm
of our corporate partners result in
collaborative gains in inclusivity
and diversity.

companies in the 2017 DEI for
their commitment to workplace
inclusivity and diversity and their
desire to be an employer of choice
for members of the disability
community. We are confident
that as we continue to work on
the 2018 DEI and future ratings,
we will see an expanded bench of
self-reporting corporate partners,
a growing number of corporate
leaders earning 100 ratings, and
perhaps most of all, a corporate
community fully dedicated to
enhancing their cultures and
increasing opportunities for the
disability community.

We are especially proud to
recognize these path-breaking
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Three besT PracTices
One vIsIOnARY CORpORAtIOn embRACeD A hOLIstIC AppROACh bY CReAtIng A
COmpAnY-wide accessibility center that provides resources for design, development, testing
and education – all with a focus on building accessibility for people with disabilities into every
phase of a program or product’s lifecycle. It starts with content and design to get it right,
followed by testing through accessibility audits. The approach is wrapped around universal
education that promotes the accommodations engineered by the center’s leadership.
tO ADvAnCe DIsAbILItY InCLusIOn ACROss theIR wORkpLACe, one company has
fostered a proud team of self-nominated ambassadors to raise disability awareness, deliver
presentations and spur conversations. These ambassadors enthusiastically share their stories
of being a person with a disability or an ally of someone with a disability. Their sensitivity,
passion, and above all, openness make them powerful storytellers, mentors and educators.
AnOtheR LeADIng COmpAnY estAbLIsheD A CenteR thAt fOCuses exCLusIveLY
On wORkpLACe ACCOmmODAtIOns fOR ALL empLOYees. This innovative approach
streamlined the fulfillment of accommodations for employees, job applicants and visitors. In
addition, the unified budget enabled the employer to have dedicated specialists – to ensure
efficient support through direct phone contact, emails to a dedicated mailbox, a toll-free
telephone line, or through efax or Accommodate, an electronic system that swiftly organizes
and responds to all requests.
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America’s business leaders
understand the importance of
data and insight to guide future
performance. The Disability
Equality Index (DEI) provides
this intelligence as a tool to
achieve greater equality for
all people with disabilities
wherever they work, whatever
tasks they perform and however
they contribute.
The Disability Equality Index
(DEI) is a unique, joint project of
US Business Leadership Network
and American Association of
People with Disabilities (AAPD).
It serves as the nation’s most
trusted annual benchmarking
tool allowing America’s leading
corporations to self-report their
disability policies and practices.
This evolving survey scores each
corporation on a scale from 0 to
100, with 100 representing the
most disabilities inclusive. The
DEI was developed by the two
national leading organizations in
consultation with the appointed
DEI Advisory Committee, a
diverse and voluntary group of
experts in business, policy, and
disability advocacy.

The final DEI score reflects a company’s inclusive disability
practices and policies in the following four areas:
culTure & leadershiP
• Culture: Formal statements, Employee Resource
Groups (ERGs), and Hiring goals
• Leadership: Internal advocacy and support,
Executive sponsorship, Public statements, and
Performance metrics
enTerPrise–wide access
• Enterprise-Wide Access: Emergency procedures,
Physical accessibility, Electronic accessibility, Offsite meeting accessibility, Training and support for
accessibility requests
emPloymenT PracTices
• benefits: Counseling services, Short-and Long-term
disability benefits
• Recruitment: Outward statements, Recruitment
accommodations, Proactive efforts
• employment, education, Retention and Advancement:
Awareness training, Supervisory training, Selfidentification processes
• Accommodations: Formal policies, Communication
practices, and Funding
communiTy engagemenT & suPPorT services
• Community engagement: Supplier diversity,
Philanthropic support, and Public impact
• Internal / external support services: Communication
support systems, Accessible format training, Online
communication accessibility, Feedback programs
The DEI entrusts companies to quantify and earn recognition
for their efforts to create an inclusive and forward-thinking
business. Additionally, the DEI encourages all companies
to be aspirational in modeling the best disability inclusive
policies and practices—showing company leadership
opportunities for improvement.
The DEI not only educates the American business community
on best policies and practices, but also guides people with
disabilities in choosing businesses that are authentically
committed to providing a supportive work environment. This
is especially important as millennials are more supportive of
companies that are socially responsible.1
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Wh
although the americans with disabilities act (ada) was signed into law in
1990, promising reasonable accommodations for employees with disabilities and
accessibility requirements for public spaces, the united states has not fully embraced
this commitment. The ada was historic and visionary in its goal of economic selfsufficiency for people with disabilities. however, 27 years later, the labor force
participation rate for people with disabilities is a dismal 20% compared to 68% for
people without disabilities2, proving despite the ada and federal regulations there is
still a major untapped market of employees.
Presently, many would-be entrepreneurs with disabilities are stunted in their efforts
to start a new business; many top university graduates with disabilities have trouble
finding work environments that transcend the legal baseline for accommodations;
and the american marketplace is limited in its potential growth by not including
people with disabilities in their product and services design and acknowledging the
aggregate income of people with disabilities is over $1 trillion3.
Top-scoring companies of the DEI become
“Best Places to Work for Disability Inclusion”
by continuously building on progress
through previous DEI scores, implementing
best practices from other industry leaders,
and tapping into the competitive nature of
business. More importantly, they stand as
leaders of the movement and encourage other
companies in various industries to step up to
fill critical gaps and realize disability inclusion
drives real impact and results.

The DEI encourages changes to these issues
by enabling companies to showcase and
measure their efforts that go beyond the
essential baseline provided by the ADA.
Companies already realize environmental,
social and governance factors impact their
management, culture, brand and financial
well-being. Increasingly, companies are
realizing including people with disabilities
creates a culture of belonging and acceptance,
which ultimately contributes to long-term
sustainability, across the business.
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DEi aDvisory committEE
AAPD and USBLN are honored to be working with the Disability Equality
Index Advisory Committee – a diverse group of business leaders, policy
experts, and disability advocates, who have assembled to share with
AAPD and the USBLN their knowledge, expertise, and vision to enhance
disability inclusion policies and practices in the workplace.
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